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Abstract 
Many rural areas of developing countries lack the necessary transportation infrastructure 
to have reliable access to basic needs. This is particularly true for medical supplies. To combat 
the issue of insufficient access to vaccines in developing areas, the SkyPort project has 
developed the SkyPort UAV (Unmanned Aerial Vehicle). The SkyPort UAV has the vertical 
takeoff and landing (VTOL) capabilities of a quadcopter, as well as the efficient, sustained flight 
of a fixed-wing aircraft.  It provides a cheaper, quicker, and safer delivery method than existing 
alternatives for vaccines in areas that lack a reliable transportation infrastructure. The role of the 
SkyPort Airframe Design Team was to design and build the primary support structure of the 
UAV, which will house the payload, controls, and propulsion systems being designed by the 
other two SkyPort teams. The airframe consists of a lightweight and durable fuselage, wing, tail, 
and framing subsystems and it is designed to be modular so that parts are easy to replace and 
require minimal maintenance. Primary materials used in construction were foam, carbon fiber, 
and aluminum. Testing of the frame yielded a weight of 8.63 kg, minimum foam strength of 1.70 
MPa, and a minimum factor of safety of 16 for the structural members of the frame. Although 
the weight of the airframe is higher than the desired weight, this was necessary in order to satisfy 
the strength requirements and protect sensitive electrical components during initial flight tests. In 
the future, this extra weight could be decreased by using less carbon fiber, lower density foam, 
smaller, lighter material for the structural members, or smaller fasteners. 
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1 Introduction 
1.1 Background Information 
The quality of life of a person is an assessment of a person’s well-being. This includes all the 
social, emotional, and physical aspects of a person’s life. The physical aspect would include a 
person’s access to healthcare and the various medications to sustain a good life. Quality of life 
varies all across the world. However, in some countries, such as those in Africa, the quality of 
life is severely below that of more developed areas. A major reason for this is the lack of health 
care access in remote, developing areas due to the lack of infrastructure for transportation. The 
conditions associated with travel in these countries, such as rough terrain or possible criminal 
activity, are too challenging to enable those in need of health care to reliably obtain it. Because 
of this, populations in these areas are exposed to more diseases (such as polio, malaria, 
tuberculosis, etc.). In more developed countries, diseases like these are prevented through 
vaccinations, or treated immediately when diagnosed. If left untreated, these diseases can be 
lethal or permanently affect a person’s life.  
 Small unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) have been identified as a potential developing 
world technology that follows the success of mobile phones and off-grid solar energy. Health 
care in developing worlds would be improved by using a UAV delivery system to improve 
logistics and reduce costs, while providing more aid to poverty stricken villages in isolated areas. 
SkyPort, a project that began two years ago, offers a solution for the problems that these areas 
face. The collective goal of SkyPort is to create a system capable of transporting medical 
supplies quickly, affordably, and safely to areas that suffer from the previously mentioned issues. 
The increase in health care can have a major effect on the quality of life in these developing 
areas. 
 The SkyPort project aims to address the challenges of the existing medical supply chains 
in developing areas. The poor infrastructure makes transportation both expensive and dangerous. 
Our goal is to design and develop a UAV that is able to deliver medical supplies in a cost 
effective and time effective manner. The UAV design chosen combines a quadcopter and an 
airplane. The quadcopter components gives the vehicle vertical takeoff and landing (VTOL) 
capabilities, while the airplane components allow for longer range by taking advantage of the lift 
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properties provided by the wings. The quadcopter and airplane motors work independently, with 
a short transition period to allow the plane to pick up forward momentum and maintain altitude 
as the quadcopter motors decrease in lift, and then reverse this process in preparation of landing. 
 The SkyPort team is composed of three sub teams: SkyPort Controls, SkyPort Payload, 
and SkyPort Airframe. The SkyPort Controls team is responsible for determining which 
electronics to use, how they should communicate with each other, how to control the hybrid 
airplane quadcopter in flight, and how to control the payload drop off. SkyPort Controls also 
contains the SkyPort leader, Micah Klaeser. Klaeser has traveled to Zambia on a research project 
to observe the infrastructure and the reactions of the locals to technology such as UAVs.  Klaeser 
serves as the SkyPort project manager and was mainly responsible in relaying information about 
requirements. The SkyPort Payload team is responsible for designing the container that would 
house the medicine and/or blood vials, and for implementing a system to maintain the conditions 
required to preserve the medicine during flight.  
 SkyPort Airframe was responsible for the development of the UAV vehicle prototype. 
The design was divided into subsystems that include: the fuselage, the center wing, the outer 
wing, the quadcopter assembly, the tail assembly, integration of the payload, and finally 
integration of controls. The manufacturing process involved carving the fuselage, nose cone, and 
tail cone. For the structural members, standard raw materials were purchased and then machined. 
For the wings and tail, Flying Foam, a third party company that specializes in creating airfoils 
was used to shorten production times. Further testing was done on the prototype with joint 
groups making up the SkyPort team.  Like SkyPort Airframe, the other SkyPort teams have kept 
in mind that their design choices will affect the other two teams. For each team to finish its 
design, the other two teams must also finish theirs. The final goal was to create a finished 
product by summer 2015 that can operate in the conditions required and be ready to deliver to 
areas in need. 
1.2 Review of Field/Literature 
Design and construction of the SkyPort UAV required research into a variety of  fields, 
including airplane design, quadcopter design, strength of materials, fluid mechanics, 
aerodynamics, composite materials, and foam construction. Research in aerodynamics, fluid 
dynamics, and airplane design was applied in the design of the lifting surfaces, which would both 
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support and control the vehicle while in forward flight. Airplane design is a very established 
field, and as such there was a wide variety of information available to aid in our design. On the 
other hand, quadcopter design is a relatively new field, and much of the material available was 
found in on-line hobby forums. This required more in depth research, along with strong analysis 
to make sure accurate information was being obtained. 
 To provide a durable vehicle, the proper materials needed to be chosen. One common 
material used to construct model planes is foam, which provides a lightweight structure. To find 
information on the material properties and construction methods for foam, a local company that 
specializes in foam, FoamLinx, was contacted and used as a reference. However, to account for 
foam’s low strength, carbon fiber reinforcement was found to be a common solution. Again, a 
local company was contacted who commonly works with carbon fiber, ACP Composites. They 
provided valuable information on different types on carbon fiber, as well as methods for 
implementing it and best practices for manufacturing.  
 All of these areas had associated textbooks on the subject that were utilized in research 
for this project. These books included: Introduction to Flight (Anderson), Fluid Mechanics 
(White), Mechanics of Materials (Beer), and Aerodynamics for Engineers (Bertin). 
1.3 Project Objectives 
 The primary goal for the fall of 2014 was to complete a design of the entire hybrid 
quadcopter plane. This goal involved subtasks that included information gathering regarding the 
subjects described above. Our advisor, Professor Djordjevic, guided the process by specifying 
areas of focus in our research, such as the importance of the center of gravity and drag across 
the plane. Another important goal involved obtaining the data and requirements provided by the 
other teams that would potentially affect our design. In preparation for manufacturing, we 
obtained funding through grants from the Santa Clara University School of Engineering and the 
Willem P. Roelandts and Maria Constantino-Roelandts Grant Program. The goals of winter 
quarter were to finish the design, begin developing a manufacturing process for the prototype, 
and begin manufacturing and ordering the various parts. The team also had to consider how our 
manufacturing would align with our budget, what would be feasible for the team to 
manufacture, and what would be ordered.  
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 The goal for spring was to finish manufacturing the prototype, design and perform 
experimental tests for the airframe, and possibly iterate another prototype. The final goal was to 
make recommendations for future modifications to the project. 
2 Airframe Design Overview 
 The airframe was created with a number of key design aspects in mind. The needs of 
several stakeholders and the accommodations of the other systems of the SkyPort UAV had to be 
taken into consideration for the initial design of the airframe. The needs of the customer had to 
be kept in mind to facilitate the delivery of the refrigerated medicine to remote locations in 
Zambia. The SkyPort Controls and Payload systems each had specific requirements that the 
airframe had to meet, such as propeller spacing for the Controls team and reliable support for the 
payload. With the needs of each of these stakeholders in mind, the preliminary airframe design 
phase could begin. Each function the airframe performed dictated the design process. A further 
discussion of each aspect of the airframe design is detailed in the following sections. 
2.1 Customer Needs 
 Before any designs could be finalized, they had to meet the requirements given by 
customers and stakeholders of the project. Customers include owners of medical facilities who 
would buy it, the medical workers who would use it, and the SkyPort leader, Klaeser.  Klaeser 
was included as a customer because of his research and knowledge from being part of SkyPort 
prior to 2014-15. Fortunately, Klaeser visited Zambia, Africa in the summer of 2014 to research 
the population, environment, and health care conditions. As a result, Klaeser represented a 
window into the target area’s wants and needs. In addition, a major stakeholder is the project’s 
primary advisor, Dr. Christopher Kitts, a professor at Santa Clara University and the head of the 
Robotics System Lab. The airframe had to meet his technical specifications and approval. 
 Based on data from a questionnaire of stakeholders and potential customers, the life 
expectancy of the airframe structure was designed to be at least 3-5 years. In addition, one 
customer was adamant about having procedures for routine maintenance to achieve a longer 
working life. The customers expected to pay between $500 - $2000 for a bare minimum 
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airframe. The customers were willing to pay more for increased durability and robust 
construction.  
 Customers informed us that operational conditions are expected to be dry, dusty, dirty, 
and windy. They expected a maximum altitude of 150 m. Two out of three customers did not 
expect the airframe and the SkyPort operations to fly in wet weather. Safety considerations were 
the same for all the customers, and encompassed creating a system that is both safe for the 
operators and safe for the people around the device, including any towns or cities that the UAV 
flies over. Another consideration was the social impact of the UAV and how it would be viewed 
by local populations. (See Appendix L for interviews with stakeholders) 
2.2 System Requirements 
 The airframe has three basic criteria that needed to be met for the airframe. The frame 
was required to be: lightweight, durable, and aerodynamic. However, these requirements needed 
to be quantified for the SkyPort Airframe. The table below shows the desired requirements of the 
airframe. 
Table 1: Initial System Requirements 
 
 
 These requirements were determined based on estimates from the SkyPort leader, Micah 
Klaeser, during his past experience with the SkyPort project. Some additional requirements 
involved the other two SkyPort teams. These included: the ability to house the payload and 
electronics, providing lifting surfaces for controls equipment, and a means of routing cables to 
motors. The integration of the other two teams also affected the main requirements of the 
airframe team. 
System Requirements Quantity Units
Weight of Frame 3-5 kg
Fuselage Diameter 0.2 m
Wing Span 2-3 m
Nose-Tail Length 2-3 m
CG Location 20% of chord m
Drag on Entire Frame at 10 m/s 5-10 N
Minimum Factor of Safety for a Part 5-10 %
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2.3 System Level Sketch and User Scenario 
 The users of the airframe are assumed to be the workers at medical centers. The airframe 
would require some initial assembly prior to use, meaning a manual for the user would be 
provided. The main parts that the user would have to assemble, strictly from an airframe 
perspective, are the fuselage, wing sections, tail section, spars, arms, connection joints, and any 
additional fasteners required for those parts as shown in Figure 1. 
 
Figure 1: CAD model of assembled airframe. 
 
 The manual that the user will be provided with should require the following steps. The 
user would assemble the wing system first, inserting the aluminum spars into the inboard/center 
wing, and composite spars into the outboard wings. The outboard wing spars would then be 
inserted into the center wing spars, leaving space for the quadcopter arms in between. Prior to 
inserting the quad arms, the vertical stabilizer and the horizontal stabilizer would be mounted to 
the end of the quadcopter arms. Once mounted, the quadcopter arms would then be inserted and 
clamped to the spars, which would require tightening of fasteners. Finally, the center wing would 
be attached to the fuselage by means of the center wing negative. (The fuselage, in the final 
product, would be permanently attached to the nose and tail cones meaning no additional 
assembly). Additional user interaction is described by the SkyPort: Controls and the SkyPort: 
Payload team. All tools for assembly would be provided 
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2.4 Functional Analysis 
 The requirements for the Airframe team are primarily concerned with making a flight-
worthy structure capable of carrying both the payload and electronics safely. The frame provides 
substantial space in the fuselage to house the power supplies, sensors, and the payload. The 
frame has an even weight distribution, satisfying the system requirements. The wings are 
designed to provide enough lift during horizontal flight at a speed of 10 m/s to support the 
vehicle. The fuselage is created to minimize drag while still housing necessary items. The 
fuselage and center wing are reinforced, increasing the factor of safety in the event of a fall or 
crash. Also, the frame, as described previously, has high modularity for easy transport during 
non-operational times. 
2.5 Benchmark Results 
 The current existing products on the market that perform many of the same functions as 
the SkyPort UAV are limited. For that reason, two criteria were used to construct a list of 
existing products: similar vehicle operations and last mile distribution efforts. Similar vehicle 
operation has been classified as the use of a hybrid quadcopter plane using separate motors. This 
excludes vehicle types like the Bell-Boeing V-22 Osprey, which uses the same motors for take- 
off/landing and forward flight (Boeing). The Latitude Engineering Hybrid Quadcopter (HQ), 
shown in Figure 2 is very similar to the SkyPort UAV. Using this vehicle for humanitarian 
efforts proves difficult with its high price of $25,000 per vehicle. Also, the HQ has a limiting 
payload package weight of 0.9kgs, making any attempts for last mile distribution improbable 
(Coxworth) 
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Figure 2: Latitude Engineering HQ  
(Source: Latitude Engineering. latitudeengineering.com/products/hq/) 
 
 Focusing on last mile distribution efforts changes the focus from air based vehicles to 
land based vehicles. The standard for the last mile distribution uses the conventional methods of 
motorcycle or SUV style deliveries. While the supplies and personnel carried by either 
motorcycle or SUV can be significantly larger than a UAV, there are some drawbacks. First, 
getting the vehicles of choice to the location is more costly in both time and money. Second, the 
infrastructure of the roads is poor compared to developed countries, which limits the rate of 
distributions. The Stanford School of Business has conducted research on the healthcare delivery 
system. One of their results included a 90 km trip that took 2.5 hours (Button). If this trip was to 
be replaced with aerial vehicle that SkyPort offers, the travel time would be reduced by 11%, 
even at our lower travel speed. The drawbacks associated with land based vehicles provide areas 
that the SkyPort project could improve upon since the focus is on an airborne last mile 
distribution services. Figure 3 shows Riders for Health, an organization that seeks to address the same 
problem as SkyPort. 
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Figure 3: Current system in rural areas, Riders for Health (Button) 
 
The criteria of each existing product have been analyzed and compiled into a table to show 
the comparative advantage the SkyPort Project has over the existing markets. 
 
Table 2: Comparison of Existing Products 
 
2.6 Team and Project Management 
2.6.1 Team Roles and Responsibilities 
 SkyPort: Airframe consists of four mechanical engineering undergraduate students at 
Santa Clara University (SCU). During the design process, each member was responsible for 
different aspects of the plane. Thomas Clark was responsible for the integration of the payload, 
which provided a communication line between the Airframe and Payload teams. Michael 
Dewane was responsible for designing the tail assembly and the integration of controls. Again 
this provided a line of communication between the Airframe and Controls teams. Siosiua Faleta 
was responsible for the design of the plane aerodynamics and interfacing parts. Lastly, Robert 
Product Method Power Source Reliability/Durability Safety Payload Range (full payload) Cost
SUV / Off-road vehicle Land Gas High High 680 kg 320 km $10,000
Motorcycle / Dirt Bike Land Gas Medium Medium 181 kg 200 km $4,250
Latitude UAV Air Gas & Electric Medium/Low Low 0.9 kg 5 hour endurance $25,000
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Llanos-Hinson was responsible for designing the fuselage and quadcopter structure. During 
manufacturing each member helped to build the overall prototype. 
 Other responsibilities of members of the team were divided up based on experience. 
Thomas worked as content editor, making sure documents and forms were filled out and 
complete before submission. Michael served as an overall information gatherer and content 
writer; leading the team in both Roelandt and School of Engineering grant submission. Siosiua 
led the team in calculation analysis. Robert served as the Airframe team’s project manager and 
led the team in CAD management. 
 Other responsibilities required of the team were to maintain communication between the 
other two teams - SkyPort Payload and SkyPort Controls. Thomas was responsible for relaying 
information from SkyPort Payload and Michael was responsible for SkyPort Controls. Robert 
was the main contact for the Airframe team, which involved communicating with the School of 
Engineering, the Roelandt’s Grant, and representing the Airframe team to other teams. 
2.6.2 Project Challenges and Constraints 
 The main challenge of the SkyPort project was the integration of the controls and the 
payload to create a flight-worthy UAV. Each team had certain aspects of its project that needed 
to be met. Being able to satisfy each team’s requirements was a top priority. It was the Airframe 
Design team that had to assess the needs for reliable flight and dictate what can be accomplished 
for a complete package within the timeframe available. 
 Another challenge for the Airframe Design team was the limited amount of time to 
design and develop a working structure. Based on information given from the team’s advisor, 
design and development usually takes a larger team a year or two to complete, and then another 
year or two to prototype the project. Our team had a little under a year to design and develop a 
working structure. 
 A final challenge of the project revolved around the actual manufacturing of the structure. 
We had to evaluate which parts would be manufactured, and which would be ordered from a 
third party company. While some of the parts, such as the airfoils, would be purchased, parts like 
the nose and tail cones were cheaper to be manufactured by hand. This left the team with the 
challenge of figuring out how to accurately modify EPS foam to construct the designed size and 
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shape of the final product. This, coupled with the shorter timeframe for development, made the 
logistics for completing a prototype difficult. 
2.6.3 Budget 
 The SkyPort Airframe Design team received two sources of funding - the Roelandt's 
grant and Santa Clara University’s School of Engineering grant. The full amount received from 
both sources totaled $2712.00. The initial plan for the budget was to acquire the tools necessary 
to manufacture the airframe parts in-house. Table 3 shows the initial expected cost and 
manufacturing plan for the project. 
Table 3: Initial estimated budget 
 
 
 Along with the tooling, material costs were also expected to greatly affect the budget. 
The bulk of the cost was expected to come from the cost of tooling and from the many 
prototypes the team expected to create. The multiple prototypes were meant to be used for testing 
and modification purposes to improve the design. Although the team decided on going in a 
different direction in terms of manufacturing, the team was able to stay within the budget. 
2.6.4 Timeline 
 The Airframe team’s timeline is broken down by quarter and within each quarter overall 
task were given. The fall quarter was designed to do most of the research and calculation needed 
to ensure that the design chosen would be flight worthy. The winter quarter is used to acquire 
Item QTY needed Cost Description
EPS Foam 2 $125 Main material for fuselage and wing/airfoil. 29”x17”x29” block
Fiber Glass 
(wet layup material) 5 yards $30
Used with glass to form a protective barrier around the wing.
Aluminum Tubes 2 5’ tubes $21 Main material for quad arms and wing spars
Aluminum Spar 2 - 6’ spars $40 Support system used between the quad arms and through the center wing.
Fiberglass spar 1 - 6’ spar $7 Support system that runs ⅔ overall length of wings
Epoxy 1 quart $25 Bonding material of fuselage and wing
Per Plane Total 1 $309 Cost of materials for one plane
Demo Plane 
(Nicer aesthetics) 1 $500
Used for visual demos and presentations, highest quality, ideal prototype
Longer Hot Wire Bow 1 $55 52” for longer cuts
Thermal Generator 1 $180 Powers hot wire.
Cutting table 1 $50 Use to hot wire cut parts of plane
Drill Bits 1 $30 Tools needed for wing construction
Safety equipment 4 set $50 To protect ourselves
Foam cutting system 1 $180 A manufacturing tool that will be used for creating the airfoil profile of the wing.
Polyurethane 1 kit $25 Material used for creating molding tools for creating parts.
Total $2,765 Price includes production of 5 planes and reusable tools/materials.
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parts and materials to construct the prototype. The spring quarter is used to finish up the 
prototype and assist the Controls team during testing. A Gantt chart that illustrates the timeline 
from January 5th onward can be found in Appendix E.  
2.6.5  Design Process 
 The SkyPort Project design originally came from Micah Klaeser, who spent his 
sophomore year at SCU designing several different configurations. The main purpose of the 
vehicle is to deliver a payload package to assist developing countries keep up with advanced 
medical treatments. The size of the payload determines the overall size of the airframe 
dimensions. The next step was integration of the quadcopter frame with airplane parts. This led 
to the decision to create a twin boom plane, where the motors of the quadcopter are mounted on 
the supports that lead to the tail assembly. This decision led to the plane motor to be mounted aft 
of the fuselage, which would aid in keeping the airframe balanced.  
 With the overall structure defined, material properties were considered for each of the 
components. The rest of the design went into the calculations to ensure that the airframe would 
meet the requirements to sustain forward flight. When the baseline was determined, the 
information was shown to the controls team to confirm that the electronic components would 
work in the vehicle.  
2.6.6  Risk and mitigations 
 Manufacturing the airframe involved a number of sharp and dangerous tools as well as 
potentially harmful chemicals and processes. Processes that involved the risk of personal injury 
during the manufacturing of the airframe included the shaping of the foam fuselage, the 
application of the carbon fiber, the shaping of various aluminum components, and the milling of 
the quadcopter arm brackets. In order to minimize the risk of bodily harm from each of these 
aspects of the construction process, proper safety precautions were put in place. 
 The shaping of the fuselage required the use of sharp cutting instruments, which were 
only to be used in the designated foam-crafting area. In order to precisely shape each foam 
component to the desired specifications, the roughly cut foam then had to be shaped using 
sandpaper. Both the cutting and sanding aspects of the foam-crafting process created airborne 
particles of EPS, which posed a significant risk to the eyes, lungs, and skin. To protect against 
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these dangers, safety glasses as well as respirators were required to be worn while working with 
foam. The use of this protective gear helped ensure that no injuries were sustained by any 
member of the Airframe team. 
 Crafting the foam of the fuselage was not the only manufacturing process which involved 
the risk of personal injury. The application of the carbon fiber involved the use of two part 
epoxy, which creates noxious fumes that are dangerous to inhale. To mitigate the risk of 
inhalation, carbon fiber lay-up was only performed in the designated well-ventilated area and 
only by individuals wearing respirators. The epoxy containers were then carefully sealed before 
storage and the carbon fiber was left outside to dry. 
 The shaping of various aluminum parts within the airframe, such as the payload 
integration beams and the quadcopter arms, required the use of a hack saw. Since this tool was 
used for cutting metals, it obviously posed a threat to the operator. The hacksaw was therefore 
only used with the aluminum piece secured in the vice and while the operator was wearing safety 
glasses and gloves. 
 The final manufacturing process was the use of the machine shop’s milling machines to 
shape the quadcopter arm brackets. Since these were constructed in the machine shop, only 
individuals who had passed the extensive machine shop safety test were allowed to operate the 
mill. This ensured that the proper safety precautions were taken and safety procedures were 
performed.  
2.6.7  Team Management 
 To ensure that each team was up to date, Klaeser, the SkyPort manager, held weekly 
meetings for the entire SkyPort team. To help with communications between teams, an online 
sheet was available to communicate projected mass and volumes of each team’s design. The 
information gathered from the other teams allowed the SkyPort Airframe team to complete a 
design that would be able to meet the requirements of the other teams.  
 SkyPort Airframe also had meetings with our advisor. In these meetings, Prof. Djordjevic 
shared his experience about aircraft design, and what our team should and should not focus on in 
terms of being a primarily airframe team. He also gave some advice on various problems that 
came up during the design process. Initially, the team attended weekly meetings in the fall, but in 
the winter and spring, the frequency meetings decreased. The reason for this was because fall 
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was focused on primarily research and design, while winter and spring were focused on 
manufacturing and modification. 
 In addition to the meetings mentioned previously, the SkyPort Airframe team also held 
separate meetings just for the team. This meeting was to ensure that each member was kept up to 
date and focused. These meetings sometimes involved reviewing the data gathered from the 
other meetings, conducting research, manufacturing, and completing tasks such as reports or 
presentations. 
3  Subsystems 
3.1 Fuselage 
 Two criteria must be considered when designing the fuselage - whether it is streamlined 
and whether it is manufacturable. A streamlined fuselage is important for aerodynamic purposes. 
The drag from the fuselage will greatly affect the overall efficiency of the plane. The streamlined 
fuselage would also have a more overall aesthetic appeal. A model of the designed fuselage is 
shown below. 
 
Figure 4: CAD model of fuselage assembly 
 
 The fuselage body was a hollow cylinder with the following dimensions: 24 cm outer 
diameter with a 3 cm wall thickness. This diameter was chosen as it provides adequate room for 
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the controls team hardware and the payload package. The wall thickness allows structural 
stability for the components to rest inside. The main material of the fuselage is EPS foam, which 
has a density of 0.016 g/cc. This allowed for the shape of the fuselage to be carved out of a single 
block. To reinforce the foam, the outside of the fuselage was wrapped in 3 layer of carbon fiber - 
2 base layers of unidirectional fibers and a top layer of twill. The use of carbon fiber was to 
ensure that the foam can withstand impact forces, allowing for a longer flight life and minimal 
maintenance.  
 The nose cone was designed to have an elliptical 2:1 profile, which minimized the drag 
force and allowed for smooth flow of air over the fuselage. The tail cone was designed to be 
conical in shape, which tapered over its 24 inch length down to a 4 in diameter circular base for 
the rear motor mount. This provided the thrust motor with primarily unobstructed airflow to 
improve the efficiency of flight in plane mode. Both the nose and tail cones are made out of the 
same material as the fuselage. The nose cone was reinforced with a single layer of twill to 
provide additional strength in the case of an impact. The reason the body is reinforced with three 
layers of carbon fiber and the nose only has one layer is that the foam in the nose cone is much 
thicker than in the fuselage and it will therefore provide the same impact protection with less 
carbon fiber. The nose and tail cones are attached to the fuselage through the use of rubber bands 
and hooks, which provides an active system pulling the two parts together. These rubber bands 
will be supplied with the vehicle and are designed to be replaced before every flight to prevent 
an unexpected failure during a mission.  
 The manufacturability of the fuselage had to be taken into account during the initial 
design phase. It was decided early on that the shape of the main body, nose and tail cone would 
be simple shapes to make. This would allow the team to easily use a hot wire cutter to shape the 
part. However, because of cost estimation of other parts, the SkyPort Airframe decided to instead 
construct the fuselage using simpler cutting tools such as hand saws and drills. The carbon fiber 
was then cut to length to wrap the fuselage. 
3.2 Center Wing 
 The initial thought of designing our own airfoil was abandoned because it would have 
required a substantial amount of time, research, and money. With the amount of research 
required to design a new type of airfoil, it would actually qualify as its own separate project. 
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Instead of designing an airfoil for the SkyPort UAV, a pre designed airfoil, along with the 
documented information for it, was used instead. 
 The wings have two parts: the center wing and the two outer wings. This design allowed 
for the integration of the quadcopter arms into a normal airplane structure. The primary concern 
for the center wing included an easy interface to the fuselage, an interface for the quadcopter 
arms, and the ability for structural spars to run along the span of the wing. Using concept design 
matrices, the choices for airfoils were narrowed down to two: the Clark Y and the GOE 446. The 
airfoils are shown in Figure 5: Airfoils of Clark Y (top) and GOE 446 (bottom) 
 
 
Figure 5: Airfoils of Clark Y (top) and GOE 446 (bottom) 
 
 The Clark-Y has a flatter surface on the bottom of the airfoil when compared to the GOE 
446, which would aid in manufacturability. The more complex the shape of the wing, the more 
difficult it would be to interface. The GOE 446 does not contain as flat of an underside making it 
difficult to interface, which is important from a manufacturing point of view. 
 The GOE 446 airfoil, however, is able to produce more lift at a flat, or 0 degree, angle of 
attack. Since the plane will have a substantial amount of weight that will need to be transported, 
more lift from the airfoil is a benefit. An additional benefit of using the GOE 446 airfoil was the 
max thickness of the profile. The thicker cross sectional area allowed for two aluminum spars to 
travel through the wing. Also, the additional space allowed a separate hole to be cut out of the 
foam, which allowed the wires to be ran internally from the fuselage through the wing and out to 
the quadcopter arms. It is beneficial to keep the wires from being mounted under the wing, which 
would have exposed the wires and added drag to the vehicle.  
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 The GOE 446 was chosen over the Clark-Y due to its aerodynamic properties. The fully 
designed center wing is shown in Figure 6. 
 
Figure 6: Center wing with GOE 446 airfoil 
 
 Although the bottom of the GOE 446 is not as flat as seen in Figure 5, it is still reasonably close. 
To account for this, a part of the foam negative of the GOE 446 was attached to the fuselage. This 
required modification to the fuselage to account for this. To connect the center wing to the fuselage, five 
1.5’ long, ⅜’ steel bolts were used.  
3.3  Outer Wings 
Since the outer wings will be generating most of the lift while operating in plane mode, it was 
found that the GOE 446 profile would require a significant wingspan, about 5 m. Using another design 
matrix, we quickly narrowed the available profiles to the E216 airfoil as shown in Figure 7. 
 
Figure 7: E216 Airfoil 
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To generate the amount of lift required, it was calculated that a set angle of attack of 3.25° was 
needed. This was done by offsetting the position of the two spar holes. At a length from root to tip of 1.25 
meters, this airfoil would be able to generate enough lift to satisfy the requirements of the SkyPort 
project. Because the outer wings do not need to satisfy the requirements of the center wing, a tapered 
profile was added to reduce the frictional drag caused by the airflow over the profile. The root measured 
40 cm and tapered down to a tip length of 20 cm. Since the profile is tapered, there is a difference 
between the port and starboard sides. Also, the length of the support spars were shortened due to the taper 
of the wings and the location of the spar holes. The spars used were made of carbon fiber ordered from 
ACP Composites. The use of carbon fiber allowed the support for the outer wings to be lighter and allows 
some flexibility in turbulence.  It also has a smaller diameter, allowing for maximum support distance 
down the length of the wing.  
The material used, blue surfboard foam, has the same material properties as foam in the center 
wing. One layer of carbon fiber was used in particular locations as needed in order to either reinforce thin 
areas of foam such as the trailing edge, or to provide strong mounting points for other parts (e.g. servos, 
linkage rods). Figure 8 shows the designed outer wing. 
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Figure 8: Outer wing with E216 airfoil 
3.4 Quadcopter Assembly 
One of the primary connections was the connection between the central wing and the quadcopter 
arms. This interface safely transfers the load of the entire fuselage onto the quadcopter arms during the 
hover phase of flight. Two methods are used to secure the spars and the arms. First, a U-shaped bracket 
attaches the center wing spars to the top of the quadcopter arms for vertical strength along with torsional 
resistance. Secondly, the outer wing spars fit into the center wing spars, and were held in place with a 
friction fit created by tightening the bolts on the quadcopter brackets. This will stop any lateral 
movement, as well as provide more torsional resistance.  A picture of the internal skeleton is shown 
below in Figure 9. 
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Figure 9: Internal skeleton of quad and wings  
 
Other options discussed for the connection pieces were to drill a hole for the spars through the 
quadcopter arms, or to manufacture a sleeve that would slide onto the quadcopter arms and provide a slot 
to hold the spar. Going straight through the quadcopter arms was ruled out as it would have a serious 
impact on the structural integrity of the arms. The sleeve method also had structural concerns. Because 
the spar would attach to the sleeve, which in turn would attach to the arm, all of the loads would be 
carried through the sleeve. This would have been significantly weaker than directly interfacing the spars 
and arms. 
3.5  Tail Assembly 
The rear portion of the SkyPort UAV is made up of the tail assembly. This assembly, consisting 
of the vertical stabilizers, a horizontal stabilizer, and the associated interfacing joints, is crucial to the 
control of the vehicle while it is in plane mode. A twin-boom tail configuration was chosen in order to 
utilize the structural support already in place due to the quadcopter assembly. This type of tail 
configuration results in the use of two vertical stabilizers, which are attached to the quadcopter arms, and 
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one horizontal stabilizer, which spans between the quadcopter arms and attached to the top of the 
horizontal stabilizers.  
All three stabilizers utilize a NACA 0012 airfoil. This airfoil was chosen because it is a 
symmetrical airfoil and therefore when placed parallel to the airflow it does not produce any sort of lift. 
Any lift, and the associated change in direction about the desired axis, is achieved through the deflection 
of the control surfaces located on the tail. These control surfaces are further explained in Section 4.2: 
Control Integration.  
The NACA 0012 airfoil also has a desirable thickness ratio (12% of the chord length, as indicated 
by the last two digits in its name). This is greater than other symmetrical airfoils that were researched 
(such as NACA 0008 and 0010), and results in a structurally stronger stabilizer. This thickness was 
especially needed in the horizontal stabilizer as it had to span the 1 meter gap between the quadcopter 
arms. The extra thickness allowed room for a 0.8 cm diameter carbon fiber rod, which provided additional 
structural support for the foam. The horizontal stabilizer was offset vertically from the center axis of the 
fuselage. The purpose of this placement is to avoid any backwash of air from the airplane propeller 
attached to the tail cone. This will allow a more uniform flow of air to pass over the tail, and allow the tail 
motor to perform as designed. The tail assembly is shown in Figure 10. 
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Figure 10: Tail assembly 
 
As shown in Figure 10, there are four connection pieces that hold the stabilizers together, and 
also secure the tail assembly to the quadcopter arms. These four pieces are made from 3D printed plastic 
due to their complex shape and the high precision required. The flexibility of 3D printing allowed the 
pieces to be shaped exactly to the profile of the airfoils. The two upper connection pieces join the 
horizontal and vertical stabilizers, and therefore contain two airfoil profiles.  
The two lower connection pieces contain one airfoil profile to connect to the base of the vertical 
stabilizers, and also have a square sleeve that is slid over the quadcopter arms to form a secure 
connection.  
Throughout these connection pieces, 1/4 in. nylon bolts were used to secure the parts of the 
assembly together. Nylon provides a lightweight alternative to metals while still being strong enough to 
secure the parts of the assembly together. 
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4 Integration  
4.1 Payload Integration 
 The integration of the systems of both the controls and payload teams into the airframe 
was one of the most important jobs to be undertaken. The payload in particular required not only 
a significant amount of space within the body of the fuselage, but also a secure and reliable 
means of  remote ejection from the UAV. To do this, a hole was cut in the bottom of the fuselage 
just large enough to allow the payload to fit in for transportation. In order to create a proper 
housing location, the center of gravity of the payload had to be aligned carefully with expected 
center of lift of the wing. With this in mind, two beams used to securely hold the payload were 
positioned according to the placement of the fuselage under the wing and the weight distribution 
of the payload. Figure 11 shows the beams in the CAD model. 
 
Figure 11: Fuselage body with payload and beams 
 
 Both of these small, aluminum channels beams run along the cross-section of the fuselage 
as shown in Figure 11 and were attached to the fuselage’s main body using two part epoxy. 
Anchoring the aluminum beams in the foam was done to ensure maximum vertical strength 
supporting the payload in case of a sudden drop or crash during testing. Attached to the bottom 
of each aluminum beam is a single EPM, or Electro-Permanent Magnet, which can hold twice 
the expected weight of the payload without failure. These EPMs magnetically hold onto a steel 
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plate attached to the payload, to ensure a reliable connection. The advantage to using EPMs is 
that they can be charged and discharged remotely and automatically by the controls team, 
allowing for consistent and controlled release of the payload at the desired location. To ensure 
that the payload wouldn’t unexpectedly catch or snag on the fuselage as the EPMs are released, 
the payload was paneled in lightweight birch plywood and a bracket of the same plywood was 
attached to the body of the plane. Having a guided, low-friction release system   would help the 
SkyPort team to run smooth, controlled test flights and reduce any potential delivery problems. 
4.2  Control Integration 
Another requirement of the airframe design team was to integrate the components designed 
by the controls team into the SkyPort UAV. This was done through a variety of different 
interfaces. The fuselage was hollowed out to make room for the sensors, microcontrollers, and 
batteries that make up the core of the control system. In addition, a central channel was designed 
into the center wing so that the wiring for the quadcopter motors and servo motors could be 
routed internally to their destinations.  
For the quadcopter and plane motors, mounting positions and surfaces were created with 
input from the controls team to ensure proper operation of the motors once installed. The 
quadcopter motors are seated in specially machined seats on the quadcopter arms so that they 
rest flush against the arms for a secure connection. M3 bolts were used to hold the motors to the 
arms. For the plane motor, a wooden base was designed, which sits at the end of the tail cone and 
provides a strong, stable surface onto which the motor was attached by screws. The control 
integration components are shown in Figure 12. 
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Figure 12: Control aspects in the airframe: 
Hole in center wing (top left), thrust motor (top right), vertical stabilizer rudder (bottom) 
 
In order to control the vehicle while it is in plane mode, five control surfaces were designed 
on the aerodynamic surfaces. For roll control, there is an aileron located on each outer wing. For 
pitch control, an elevator is located on the horizontal stabilizer. Finally, for yaw control there is a 
rudder located on each vertical stabilizer, as shown in Figure 12. The size of these control 
surfaces were determined through a combination of standard ratios based on the surface areas of 
the main wing, the desired deflection rates, and the desired performance of the vehicle. The 
control surfaces were created using a hot wire foam cutter on the ordered wings and stabilizers 
for increased precision and are held onto the vehicle by hinge tape. The tape provides a secure, 
durable connection while still allowing suitable deflection of the control surfaces. 
The surfaces are operated by servo motors which are connected to the control surfaces 
through a hinge and linkage system. The servo motors are wired to the main control system and 
receive signals that operate the appropriate surface depending on the desired change in attitude. 
The servos are mounted near the control surfaces using bolts. These bolts run through custom 
foam mounting slots on the airfoils that are reinforced with carbon fiber around the bolt holes. 
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5  Testing and Analysis 
To observe if the designed airframe meets the requirements laid out in the system criteria, a 
series of test were run. These tests included: finite element analysis, computational fluid 
dynamics, weight measurements, a composite beam bending test, CG measurement, and drag 
testing. 
5.1 Goals & Procedures 
5.1.1 FEA 
 The purpose of performing a finite element analysis was to ensure that the plane was 
structurally sound. In addition, FEA allows the team to save a lot of time and money that would 
have been used if a real physical test was to be done. The program used to perform this analysis 
was the SolidWorks: Simulation Xpress. However, prior to performing the analysis, the 
structural members had to be known, designed, and generated as a part in SolidWorks. The 
structural members of the plane included: the aluminum quadcopter arms, the aluminum spars, 
and the aluminum brackets that connected the spars to the arm. Once the parts were generated, 
the FEA could be set up. Analyzing each part individually, the expected loads were applied in 
SimulationXpress. SimulationXpress also had a feature that allowed a material and it properties 
to a generated part. After the loads were applied, the simulation was run. Each run provided the 
max von mises stress and the yield stress for the material for comparison. 
5.1.2 CFD 
 The purpose of the computational fluid dynamics test was to ensure that our airframe was 
aerodynamic. One measure of this is to see how much drag the designed airframe would have. A 
CFD test would be able to provide this. The program used was Autodesk Flow Design, a free 
online software for determining basic aerodynamics of a structure. This program allowed for 
CAD models to be imported for testing in a simulated wind tunnel. Prior to performing the test, 
the team had to have a full model of the airframe ready. Once ready, the model was imported 
into Autodesk Flow Design. The SkyPort UAV’s intended airspeed was confirmed with the 
SkyPort Controls team in order to get as accurate a drag reading as possible from the CFD 
program. CFD is the first step towards determining the drag on the plane; flight tests will need to 
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be run later in coordination with SkyPort Controls in order to get a more accurate measurement 
for the true drag on the airframe. 
5.1.3 Weight Measurement 
 The purpose of the weight test was to ensure that the weight of the frame was close to the 
projected weight. The projected weight affects the design and analysis of the SkyPort Controls 
team. Once the airframe design was finalized and completely built, the airframe weight was 
measured in parts. However, some parts in the airframe were permanently connected and had to 
be calculated using the density of the desired part. This was done to determine if parts 
could/should be replaced with possibly lighter parts.  
5.1.4 Composite Bending Test 
 The purpose of a bending test will provide information about the combination of foam 
and carbon fiber combinations used on the structure. On the structure, there are 2 different 
densities of foam used, along with 2 different configurations of carbon fiber layup. The goal of 
the bending test is justify the additional weight of the layup is to improve the durability of the 
vehicle. Our team determined that the best way to test the durability would be to subject it to a 
bending test, which will provide the composites flexural stress and strain. This will show the 
amount of deflection the structure can handle without failing. This test also will the effects of 
failure and what can be expected if there is a substantial structural failure.  
 The process starts with creating similar test specimen out of the 2 different types of foam 
used. The dimensions of the specimen was determined by the size of the testing apparatus, see 
Figure 13 of a sketch of the dimensions. The test specimen were cut from scrap material with the 
use of a hot wire cutter. The next process was to layup the carbon fiber on the foam. This 
allowed our team to decide which combinations of carbon fiber to use. It was decided to test each 
configuration of carbon fiber twice to determine an average load applied for the calculations of 
flexural stress and strain. The layup process is similar to the method used for the layup of the 
structure. This was done to ensure that the tests replicate the actual effects of the carbon fiber on 
the structure.  
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Figure 13: Dimensions of test sample 
 
 The bending test conducted was a “4 Point Bending Stress Test”. The benefits of a 4 
point bending test over a 3 point bending is that a larger portion of the test specimen can be 
subjected to the maximum stress. The 3 point bending stress only applies the maximum stress to 
the area directly under the center load bearing point. The bending test was set up to have the 
outer points positioned at 16 cm apart, while the inner points were positioned closer together at 4 
cm. Each specimen was placed into the machine, and ran until the displacement reached 30 cm. 
The setup can be seen in Figure 14. This allowed for any unclear failures to be monitored in 
comparison to others with clear failure points.  
 
Figure 14: Test apparatus with sample specimen 
5.1.5 CG Measurement 
 Measuring the center of gravity was also used for aerodynamic purposes. A wooden 
gimble was constructed by the SkyPort Controls team for their initial testing of an off the shelf 
plane. This wooden gimble was used to estimate the CG. However, due to time constraints, the 
CG of different variations were not measured. The only estimation of the center of gravity 
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included mounting the center wing, main body of the fuselage (not hollow), the center wing 
spars, the brackets, and the quadcopter arms. This was due to the amount of time required to 
construct all the necessary parts of the entire airframe. Further desired measurements include the 
center of gravity of the entire finished frame, the frame & payload, the frame & controls, and the 
frame, payload & controls.  
5.2 Experimental Results 
5.2.1 FEA  
 
Figure 15: Quadcopter arm with Applied Loads 
Von Mises stress range: 9.1MPa (red) to 0.76Mpa (blue) 
 
 
Figure 16: Center wing spar with applied loads 
Von Mises stress range: 21.5MPa (red) to 13.7kPa (blue) 
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Figure 17: Quadcopter arm brackets with applied loads 
Von Mises stress range: 3.28MPa (red) to 2.12kPa (blue) 
5.2.2 CFD 
 
Figure 18: CAD model of airframe in CFD test 
Velocity change: 24.9 (red) to 0 (blue) m/s 
5.2.3 Weight Measurement 
Table 4: Weight measurements of subassemblies of the frame 
 
Sub-Assembly Weight (kg)
Fuselage 2.13
Wings w/ Al Spars 3.09
Quadcopter Arms 2.17
Tail Assembly 1.24
Total 8.63 (18.99 lbs)
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5.2.4 Composite Bending Test 
Table 5: Strength results of pure foam and composite material 
 
* Flexural Strength data obtained from custom foam supplier (Quality Foam) 
5.2.5 CG Measurement 
 
Figure 19: Partial airframe on test gimble 
5.3 Analysis of Results 
5.3.1 FEA  
Table 6: Comparison of max stress on part to yield stress 
 
Combination Flexural Strength (MPa) % Increase Part(s) Applied To
Surfboard Foam (SF) 0.51 Baseline Wings, Stabilizers
White Foam (WF) 0.18 Baseline Fuselage Body, Nose, Tail Cone
1 Twill (WF) 1.7 844 Nose, Tail Cone
2 Thermo + 1 Twill (SF) 9.8 1822 Center Wing
2 Web + 1 Twill (WF) 4.3 2289 Fuselage Body
Part
Max Von Mises Stress
 (MPa)
Yield Stress 
(MPa)
Factor of Safety
Aluminum Tube 9.2 145 16
Aluminum Spar 21.5 215 10
Aluminum Bracket 3.3 215 65
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5.3.2 CFD 
 Figure 18 is a screenshot of the CAD model of our airframe in Autodesk Flow Design. 
It’s undergoing a 3D airflow analysis with the wind coming from the nose to the tail of the plane 
at 20 m/s. The numbers at the bottom of the screen show that the drag coefficient of the airframe 
is 0.39 and that the total drag force at 20 m/s is around 25N. 
5.3.3 Weight Measurement 
 The mass of each sub assembly of the vehicle, as well as the total mass, are shown in 
Table 4. The total mass of 8.63 kg is higher than our desired mass for a variety of different 
reasons. In the beginning of the project the desired mass for the airframe was 3 kg. As different 
iterations of the vehicle were created, it was realized this limitation was not possible and the 
budget was increased to 6 kg. The reason the mass is still over the budgeted mass is that strength 
took priority over mass for the first prototype because it was built to survive initial flight testing. 
Now that the first prototype is completed and used for flight testing, modifications can be made 
to reduce weight, which will in turn improve flight characteristics and range. One modification 
that can be made is to either change the material or decrease the size of the quadcopter arms. 
Another weight savings that can be made is to use less carbon fiber or use fiberglass instead. 
This would drastically decrease the weight of the wings and fuselage while still maintaining an 
appropriately strong airframe. The combination of these changes could bring the overall mass of 
the airframe down to the desired amount. 
5.3.4 Composite Bending Test 
 The results of the bending test, shown in section 5.3.4, shows that the use of carbon fiber 
bonded to foam improves the overall strength by a significant amount. The nose and tail cone are 
wrapped in 1 layer of twill, and has an improved 844% strength increase over the baseline. The 
center wing and the fuselage body are wrapped in 3 layers of carbon fiber, 2 layers of 
unidirectional (thermal-stitched, and web) and 1 layer of twill. The center wing was 
manufactured by an outside company (Flying Foam), and is made out of surfboard foam. The 
surfboard foam does have a higher flexural strength than the white lower density foam used for 
the fuselage. While the percent increase of the fuselage is higher than the center wing, it is 
critical to notice that the surfboard foam is stronger than the white foam. The unidirectional 
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carbon fiber (web) used on the fuselage is rated to handle more tensile than the unidirectional 
(thermal-stitched). The added strength to the center wing is important since this part connects the 
fuselage to the quad components. The fuselage strength is important because this is the first part 
to come into contact with the floor during a landing. The fuselage also houses all the electronics 
and payload, and would need to survive a crash with minimal damage to these components.  
 During the experimental testing, all of the specimen showed made out of the white foam 
were able to deflect to an extreme amount, after failure. This condition showed that the 
combination of carbon fiber, epoxy, and the foam provided a material that allowed for the 
material to flex a significant amount. Also, after the specimen had failed, after the load was 
removed, the parts returned to their original shape. This shows that the part would take damage 
and possibly fail, but maintain its shape. This advantage hopefully would allow for the vehicle to 
sustain some damage and still be able to return to base for repairs.  
5.4 Testing Conclusion 
 The tests performed on the SkyPort Airframe confirmed that it fulfills the basic functions 
we designed it for. Mostly importantly the frame is durable and very strong. The composite 
bending tests and the finite element analysis of the aluminum members confirmed that it has 
many times the strength it would need for daily operation. These results are ideal, as the airframe 
was designed to withstand the tests that would need to be performed by the SkyPort Controls 
team. The initial center of gravity tests confirm that the airframe is within acceptable tolerances 
and can be properly balanced moving forward with the payload and fully integrated controls. The 
initial drag testing using Autodesk Flow Design allowed us to begin determining some of the 
finer aerodynamic properties of the airframe. The CFD analysis performed gives an acceptable 
value for the drag on the airframe. The only test that did not return favorable results was the 
weighing of the completed airframe. Due to the durability demands of the prototype, the heavier 
and stronger materials necessary caused the mass to be 50% above the desired value. The 
SkyPort Airframe is designed to be a sturdy prototype for initial flight testing and data collection. 
Moving forward with future designs each of the parameters determined by these tests can be 
improved upon to optimize the efficiency and flight range of the SkyPort UAV. 
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6 Cost Analysis 
The SkyPort Airframe Design team had a budget of $2712. This cost included the parts of the 
plane, manufacturing costs and safety equipment. This cost also assumed a total of four frames 
and 90% manufacturing by the Airframe team. However, throughout the design process, it was 
discovered that the cost of manufacturing the foam parts in-house could potentially take more 
time and money then allotted for outlined by the project timeline. A decision matrix was used to 
justify contracting an outside source to build the foam parts. Table 7 shows the considerations to 
be taken into account when manufacturing a part. 
 
 Table 7: Comparison between building and buying parts 
 
 
 Certain parts in the airframe required a higher level of precision than others, so these 
parts were ordered. These parts included the lifting surfaces - wings, horizontal stabilizer, and 
the vertical stabilizer. Because the preferred material for these surfaces was foam, the team had 
no access or experience to accurately cut foam to the required precision level. 
The parts that were made directly by the team included the fuselage, the quadcopter 
assembly, and the tail joints. The foam used for the fuselage was donated from FoamLinx, a 
local foam shaping company. A significant amount of time went into the shaping of the fuselage. 
This saved a significant amount of money and allowed the team to easily customize the part to 
satisfy the other SkyPort teams. For the quadcopter assembly, the team used the Santa Clara 
Machine Shop to manufacture the parts from raw materials under the supervision of machine 
shop manager Don MacCubbin, which incurred no direct cost to the team. The table below 
shows a full cost analysis for the frame. 
 
Pros Cons Pros Cons
Experience Less precise   Ready to fly Cost
Design for mission  Takes longer   Precision Lead time
Cheap
Design Manufacturing
       Process   
Building Buying
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Table 8: Estimated manufacturing cost of prototype. 
 
 
 As can be seen in Table 8, the foam wings and stabilizers accounted for approximately 
50% of the total cost. Although the projected cost was greater, the design process decreased the 
expected number of frames created down to one instead of the estimated five. This was due to an 
underestimation of time and money to manufacture the parts for the airframe. Table 8 does 
include the projected cost of the donated foam blocks, 3D printing material, 3D printer 
operational cost, or the machine shop costs. According to MacCubbin, the machined cost would 
have totaled over $2000 just for a prototype, which would put the project well over budget. 
MacCubbin also states that these cost would be significantly cheaper if product was mass 
produced.   
 Overall cost of the SkyPort prototype is lower than that of the Latitude Engineering HQ, 
but the time to manufacture requires a significant amount of time. The manufacturing process 
can be streamlined, which would allow for an airframe to be constructed in a shorter amount of 
time. Since this was the first time building the airframe, care was taken to document the 
processes to ensure manufacturing is repeatable. 
7 Patent Search 
 One of the challenges faced in designing the airframe for the SkyPort UAV was to join 
two airfoils together at a 90 degree angle. This was necessary due to the twin boom, high tail 
design of the tail assembly of the vehicle. In this configuration, the horizontal stabilizer must be 
connected to the top of both of the vertical stabilizers. An example of this type of tail is shown 
below on the OV-10 Bronco, a military observation airplane. 
 
Item Cost
Carbon Fiber Sheets & Resin $350
Foam Wings & Stabilizers $1,100
Spars $200
Manufacturing/Safety Equipment $200
Aluminum Arms $35
Foam Blocks $65
3D Printing Cost $300
Grand Total $2,250
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Figure 20: Airplane with a similar tail design to the SkyPort UAV 
(Source: Alejandro Perez. North American-Rockwell OV-10 Bronco. flickr.com. Sept. 7, 2007) 
 
 There are a variety of reasons why this type of connection is difficult to design. First, 
airfoils are irregular shapes that are very thin in certain sections. This becomes especially 
problematic with the airfoils of the SkyPort UAV, which are made of foam. The trailing edges of 
these foam airfoils are very weak and break easily. The irregular shape makes mating the two 
airfoils together in a structurally sound way very difficult. Another problem is that because the 
connection is far from the center of gravity, any weight can have a large effect on the moment of 
the vehicle. Therefore the connection needs to be both strong and lightweight.  
 
 Another consideration was that, due to the size of the vehicle, the parts must be able to be 
disassembled for ease of transport. This also helps with repairs if one of the components breaks. 
Therefore permanent connections such as epoxy or fiberglass would not be desired. Also, in what 
was the most difficult requirement, the horizontal stabilizer had to be mounted at a set angle of 
attack of negative 2.75 degrees for aerodynamic purposes. Such a precise angle of attack requires 
both the precision and the rigidity provided by 3D printing this part.  
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7.1 Description of Invention 
 The design that was chosen was a 3D printed part that would contain the profile of each 
airfoil. This part is referred to as the right angle stabilizer joint. The part was designed by Siosiua 
Faleta on 4/5/15. The CAD was created by Robert Llanos-Hinson on 4/7/15 and 3D printed on 
4/21/15 in the Santa Clara Machine shop. This design satisfies all the previously discussed 
requirements in that it is precise, strong, lightweight, and would protect the weaker parts of the 
airfoil that would interface the other stabilizer. It was also relatively easy to manufacture, as well 
as cheap to produce and available to procure quickly. Possible variants to the design would be to 
decrease the number of bolts, size, and location. The bolt locations are near the maximum 
thickness of the airfoil and were chosen because of the material and strength of the stabilizers.  
7.2 Diagrams 
 
Figure 21: Isometric view of Right Angle Stabilizer Joint (Port) 
 
 In Figure 21, some of the prominent features of the right angle stabilizer joint are 
highlighted. (1) indicates the location where the horizontal stabilizer connects, (2) indicates 
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where the vertical stabilizer connects, and (3) shows the location the bolts which will hold the 
vertical stabilizer in place. Figure 20 shows the part from the bottom view. 
 
 
Figure 22: Bottom View of Right Angle Stabilizer Joint 
7.3 Patent Classifications 
Below are some patent classifications that are applicable to this design. Two sets of 
classifications were analyzed. First are the Cooperative Patent Classifications (CPC), which are 
recognized internationally. Second are the US Patent Classifications (USPC), which are used in 
the United States. 
 
CPC Classifications 
B64c 1/26 - Attaching wing/tail units 
B64c 3/14 - Airfoil Profiles 
B64c 2201/021 - Unmanned Aerial Vehicle: Airplane 
USPC Classifications 
D12 319.335 - Plural Fuselages or Tail Booms 
D12 319.337 - T-tail empennage, i.e., stabilizer mounted at top of rudder or vertical fin 
D12 319.338 - Plural Distinct Rudders 
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7.4 Review of Relevant Patents 
 The first patent compared to our part is described in patent US2382358, Stressed Skin 
Airfoil Joint. The patent describes a method of joining together two adjacent airfoil skins. The 
method describes the use of a metal member, that allows for the skins to be joined without 
modification to the support structure (ribs & stringer) within the airfoil. This patent relates to our 
design in that it connects two parts of the plane together without modification to the structure. 
Our designs also share that fact that the primary connection are bolts. Information on patent 
US2382358 can be found in Appendix I. 
 Another similar patent is US6978970B2, Aircraft with Folding Tail Assembly. This 
patent focuses on the use of hinges that the port and starboard fins to the stabilizer. This feature 
for the patent is used for storage purposes, creating a smaller profile, while being able to expand 
for flight. This patent is similar to ours because of the connection between fins to stabilizer. 
While our part is a fixed connection, it does allow for simple disassembly to create a smaller 
profile for storage and transport. While the concepts are drastically different, the fact that there is 
a connection the frame and the fins are similar to our part. Information on patent US6978970B2 
can be found in Appendix I. 
 Another patent found that discussed a purpose similar to that of our patent was 
US1780812A, Means of Airfoil and Fuselage Connection. This patent goes into detail about a 
method of connecting an airfoil to the fuselage of an airplane by using a flanged bulkhead on the 
fuselage which fits into slots at the end of the airfoil. These flanges have holes in them so that 
they may be bolted in place in order to hold the airfoil securely. This design is quite similar to 
ours, except instead of multiple flanges we used a single, pressed-on fit with a carefully designed 
bracket. We did, however, use a similar means of bolting our airfoil in to secure it in place. 
Information on patent US1780812A can be found in Appendix I 
 Another similar patent found was CA2808770A1, Bonded Composite Airfoil and 
Fabrication Method. This patent deals with a method of attaching a sandwiched composite 
material of an airfoil skin to the internal structural spar members using fewer fastened joints. 
Using fewer fastened joints between composite materials and metal spars allows for a lighter 
airframe with increased strength. This patent is similar to ours because it deals with the issue of 
fasteners between airfoils and their structural supports while trying to minimize the weight of the 
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airframe. This patent deals with layered composite materials to decrease weight whereas we 
decided to use 3D printed plastic. Information on patent CA2808770A1 can be found in 
Appendix H.  
7.5 Patent Conclusion 
 The construction of the airframe of the SkyPort UAV required a number of unique 
engineering processes to complete. Among these is the 3D-printed bracket which connects the 
vertical and horizontal stabilizers, known as the right-angle stabilizer joint. This piece contains 
the outlines of two distinct airfoils, very difficult shapes to create, and allows the airfoils to be 
held at a right angle to each other while maintaining the desired angle of attack of the horizontal 
stabilizer. 
 Based on our preliminary patent search, this idea is potentially patentable. Patents found 
discussed similar methods of adjoining different members of an airframe, much in the way that 
our patent details. These patents are simply new ways of performing engineering tasks that had 
already been accomplished in other ways in the past, just the same way that our patent is a 
unique way of connecting vertical and horizontal stabilizers. The 3D printed right-angle 
stabilizer joint is a unique way of connecting vertical and horizontal stabilizers. It weighs less 
than a similar fastener constructed of standard materials, is easier to manufacture repeatedly for 
full-scale production, and allows for quick disassembly.  
8 Engineering Issues 
8.1 Environmental Considerations 
 The SkyPort UAV affects the environment not only in the materials that physically make 
up the vehicle, but also in its everyday operations. To minimize its impact on the environment, 
great care was taken in the choices of materials and the amount of these materials that are used in 
the construction of the vehicle. For cost, weight, and environmental considerations, only the 
material necessary to provide the required strength and durability was used. In addition, this 
durability helps decrease the vehicles environmental impact by remaining in service for as long 
as possible so that less vehicles are needed and they are not constantly being replaced. The UAV 
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also uses electricity during its operations, which can be obtained through wind, solar, or other 
methods that are less harmful to the environment than fossil fuels. 
 Possibly the greatest environmental impact that the SkyPort UAV has is what the vehicle 
does not do. As opposed to trucks and motorcycles which run on gas, create loud noise, and 
make large tracks and ruts on land, the UAV takes off and lands, leaving a small footprint, and 
operates primarily above ground, reducing its noise and physical impact on its surroundings.  
8.2 Sustainability 
 For the SkyPort project, sustainability can be approached from a variety of different 
angles. Most importantly for the Airframe Design team, the product is sustainable in that it is 
durable and able to withstand its intended operational environment. This was accomplished by 
using strong, reliable materials such as aluminum and carbon fiber which are capable of 
withstanding large forces and do not degrade in the environment. Additionally, any interfaces 
and other stress concentration points are strengthened to further increase the durability of the 
vehicle. The frame is also designed to be fixed easily if any damage should occur, thereby 
decreasing downtime and allowing operations to be sustained as much as they are needed. 
 Another aspect of sustainability is the SkyPort Social Project as a whole. In order for the 
vehicle to be successful in the field, the design must be more efficient and cost effective than its 
competitors. For us this meant designing an airframe that is minimal in cost while still 
performing up to its design requirements. Through proper material and manufacturing processes 
a design that meets these criteria was created. 
8.3 Manufacturability 
 The vehicle was designed with manufacturability in mind. Simple geometric shapes and 
machinable parts took priority to keep future manufacturing processes simple and 
straightforward. The shapes of the fuselage allow for a hot wire cutter apparatus to be designed, 
enabling precise foam cuts. The airfoils used already have established profiles, which come with 
coordinates to plot the profile within any CAD program. This allows for a hot wire cutting 
apparatus to accurately cut out defined profiles. The carbon fiber planned for manufacturing 
would ideally be prepreg (pre-impregnated with a resin), which simplifies the layup process. A 
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material cutter would be used to generate the correct size and shape of the carbon fiber material 
to match the shapes of the foam it would be bonded with.  
 The tail assembly interface (that connects the quad arm to the vertical stabilizer and the 
vertical stabilizer to the horizontal stabilizer) is a complex shape, but injected plastic molding 
would probably be the most effective method of creating these parts. From talking with a tooling 
company, AGC AeroComposites, it is estimated that it would take 50-100 parts before the cost 
of the tools can be recovered. The tooling is expected to be out of tolerance around 1000 parts 
(Uncangco). These numbers are a rough estimate because it depends on the material the tool is 
made from, temperature used during the curing process, overall size of the tool, and the tolerance 
range allowed by the part. This would allow for a production run of parts and have spare parts 
available before the tooling goes out of tolerance. 
 The purchased parts, aluminum/carbon fiber tubing and miscellaneous hardware, would 
be better acquired from outside manufacturing companies. This is due in part to the established 
manufacturing processes at these companies. The only requirement is to ensure the consistency 
of their products, and have testing data for each material lot to ensure that no defective materials 
are used within the vehicle.  
8.4 Health and Safety 
 Before the airframe is ready for use by the public, health and safety factors must be 
addressed. First, safety during the manufacturing process needs to be refined. Since composite 
materials and epoxies will be used, clear guidelines for protection from harmful fumes will be 
needed. The SkyPort Airframe team used half-mask respirators (equipped with the organic vapor 
and particle filters), safety glasses, and worked within a well-ventilated area, NASA Ames, to 
combat the toxic fumes associated with carbon fiber layup. When machining the structural 
members, operators will need to be aware of possible harm from machines and cutting tools. 
SkyPort Airframe machined multiple parts at the machine shop of Santa Clara University under 
the supervision of Don MacCubbin and at NASA Ames under the supervision of Thomas 
Adamek. The safety guidelines used at NASA Ames are in addition to the current Santa Clara 
University shop safety requirements. For further safety guidelines refer to Appendix J. 
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8.5 Economic Issues 
 For SkyPort to be a more feasible option than methods already being employed, such as 
delivery by motorcycle and truck, it must be cheaper in both initial and long-term costs. In order 
to minimize the initial cost of the vehicle while still designing a suitable product, the Ch. 6: Cost 
Analysis was used. The analysis discusses the cost for one prototype created by students at Santa 
Clara University. To reduce this production cost for an actual business, more effective ways of 
manufacturing would be need to be implemented as discussed in 8.3: Manufacturability. For 
example, having a machine produced fuselage may cost more, but when labor hours are factored 
in, a significant amount of money is saved in the automated manufacturing process. This would 
decrease overall cost which would in effect decrease prices for potential customers and 
consumers. Savings like these will help keep the cost of each plane down, which is essential in 
keeping the SkyPort UAV cost effective in its role compared to the existing methods, therefore 
maintaining SkyPort as a viable alternative in these areas where it is needed. 
9 Conclusions 
9.1 Summary 
 The SkyPort UAV is a complex, multi-faceted system which required design and 
construction by three separate teams: SkyPort Controls, SkyPort Airframe, and SkyPort Payload. 
The systems of both the Controls and Payload teams had to be integrated within the Airframe. 
This meant that the Airframe had to be constructed not only to be lightweight, strong, and 
durable, but also to meet certain specifications laid out by the other two SkyPort teams. In 
addition, the UAV itself had a number of requirements the Airframe team had to meet. These 
requirements included size and weight constraints, specific aerodynamic properties, vertical and 
horizontal flight, and reasonable durability. To achieve each of these goals, the Airframe was 
divided into five subsystems, each of which performed a function vital to the structure of the 
Airframe and the operation of the UAV. These subsystems included the fuselage, the center 
wing, the outer wings, the quadcopter assembly, and the tail assembly.  
 Each Airframe subsystem fulfills a role both for the requirements set forth by the 
Airframe team and with regards to integration with the other SkyPort systems. The fuselage is 
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the subsystem that allows the proper transport and delivery of the payload as well as the housing 
for the bulk of the controls equipment. It is hollowed and shaped specifically to allow controlled, 
balanced flight and reliable payload delivery. The center wing is a structural member as much as 
an aerodynamic wing. It is reinforced with three layers of carbon fiber for added strength and it 
secures both the quadcopter arms and the outer wings. It also allows for controls wiring to reach 
both the quadcopter propellers and the control surfaces of both the outer wings and the tail 
assembly. The quadcopter arms connect with the spars through the center wing to provide what 
is essentially the skeleton of the SkyPort UAV. This subsystem connects each of the other 
subsystems and provides the needed strength and rigidity of for both flying and hovering. 
9.2 Recommendations 
 All initial requirements for the airframe were fulfilled except for the desired weight. As 
mentioned before, this weight can be reduced by eliminating the carbon fiber completely or 
partially, or using lighter materials on parts with higher factors of safety. The frame’s wingspan 
can also be reduced. One important aspect in the design of the center wing was the interface to 
the fuselage. However, using a wing negative makes this aspect irrelevant. The airfoil for the 
center wing can be changed to the E216, or another airfoil to provide more lift, thus reducing the 
wingspan. Another consideration is to implement motor propeller guards for the quadcopter 
arms. This requires finalized motor prop sizes decided by the SkyPort Controls team. CG 
measurement would also have to be measured with a finished airframe, thus allowing for more 
structure inside the fuselage for electronic components. If a CG is found with all teams, the 
fuselage should be made and ordered from a foam cutting company. 
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Appendix A Calculations 
Table 9: Preliminary Analysis of Quadcopter Arm 
 
 
Table 10: Design Calculation of Outer Wing 
 
 
Table 11: Estimated drag across frame 
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Table 12: Mass Calculation of Carbon Fiber on frame 
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Appendix B Detail and Assembly Drawings 
 
Figure 23: Airframe Full Assembly Draft 
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Figure 24: Fuselage Sub- assembly 
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Figure 25: Nose cone 
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Figure 26: Main body of fuselage 
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Figure 27: Fuselage diffuser 
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Figure 28: Quad-wing sub assembly 
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Figure 29: Center Wing 
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Figure 30: Quadcopter arm to spar joint. 
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Figure 31: Quadcopter arm  
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Figure 32: Outer wing 
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Figure 33: Tail sub assembly 
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Figure 34: Right angle stabilizer joint 
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Figure 35: Quad to vertical stabilizer joint 
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Appendix C Decision Matrix 
Table 13: Component decision matrix 
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Appendix D Sketches 
Table 14: Art requirement reference 
 
 
 
Figure 36: Initial Tail Design 
Team member Drawing Description Location
Sketch of stabilizer connection Figure 38
Arm-Spar Bracket CAD Figure 30
Initial payload bracket concept Figure 39
Fuselage nose cone CAD Figure 25
Tail Assembly CAD Figure 33
Full Plane Assembly CAD Figure 1
Preliminary sketch of tail Figure 35
Quad-arm Joint Figure 36
Dewane
Llanos-Hinson
Clark
Faleta
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Figure 37: Initial center wing to fuselage connection. 
 
 
Figure 38: Right angle tail joint design.  
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Figure 39: Initial payload bracket 
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Appendix E Gantt chart 
 
 
Figure 40: Winter Gantt chart 
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Figure 41: Detailed Spring Gantt chart 
 
Sunday SaturdayFridayThursdayWednesdayTuesdayMonday
29-Mar 30-Mar 31-Mar 1-Apr 2-Apr 3-Apr 4-Apr
W
ee
k 
1
Work at Ames: 
Test fit; payload & fuselage (1-2 hr)
Photoshoot: Engineering 
Bulletin Article (1hr)
5-Apr 6-Apr 7-Apr 8-Apr 9-Apr
Work at Ames: Hollow Out Nosecone (8hrs) Work at Ames: Assist Controls team with Electronic 
Instillation in Nose (2-3)
Poster Board for Preview Day (3-4 hrs)
Mech 196: Thesis, TOC, Ch1. Drawing, Timeline (2-3 hrs)
Finalize Connections: Quad-arm to V.Stabilizer & V.Stabilizer to H.Stabilizer (3-4 hrs) Work at Ames; Connection of Tail Assembly
10-Apr 11-Apr
Purchace OTBD Spar @ ACP (1 hr)
W
ee
k 
2
Pick up OTBD Spar (2hrs)
Outline of Presentation for Senior Design Conference (8-10 hrs)
Design Rear Motor Mount (6-8 hrs)
18-Apr12-Apr 13-Apr 14-Apr 15-Apr 16-Apr 17-Apr
Work at Ames; Install Tail Assembly (12-14 hrs)
Poster Board for Preview Day (3-4 hrs)
Work at Ames; Control Surfaces (12-14 hrs)
Install OTBD wings/spar and pinned joint (3-4 hrs)Shop Time: Machine pin hole for OTBD & INDB Spar (3-4 hrs)
W
ee
k 
3
Preview Day
19-Apr 20-Apr 21-Apr 22-Apr 23-Apr 24-Apr 25-Apr
Work at Ames: Install Rear Motor Mount on Both Diffusers (12-16 hrs)
Start Collecting Experimental Data & Calc Sheets (8-10 hrs)
Update Thesis with new data and information (12-14 hrs)
Work at Ames: CF Wrap 2nd Nose Cone (5-6 hrs)
Practice PresentationFill Presentation with information for Senior Design Conference (8-10 hrs)
W
ee
k 
4
Preview Day
3D Print Payload Cage
Work at Ames: CF Wrap V.Stabilizer Control Surface & Hinge with CF (5-6 hrs)
Edit Presentation with information for Senior Design (8-10 hrs) Practice Presentation
Work at Ames: CF Wrap 2nd Diffuser (5-6 hrs)
Send Thesis Draft to Advisor
29-Apr 30-Apr 1-May
Work at Ames: Be present with controls team while testing. (12-16 hrs)
W
ee
k 
5
Work at Ames: Install Payload Cage (10-12 hrs)
2-May26-Apr 27-Apr 28-Apr
Continue Editing Presentation for Senior Design Conference (8-10 hrs) Practice Presentation
Update Thesis with new data and information from controls team test (12-14 hrs)
Modify Airframe based on controls team testing. (15-20 hrs)
Machine Shop: Machine 2nd Quad Arms Submit Thesis Draft:
English 182b
Work at Ames: Full assembly (12-16 hrs)
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Figure 40: Detailed Spring Gantt chart (cont.) 
 
9-May
Sunday SaturdayFridayThursdayWednesdayTuesdayMonday
W
ee
k 
6
3-May 4-May 5-May 6-May 7-May 8-May
Patent Search / Business Plan work (12-16 hrs)
Experimental Data Collection (15-20 hrs)
W
ee
k 
7
10-May 11-May 12-May 13-May 16-May14-May 15-May
Prep for Senior Design Conference (20+ hrs)
Add Experimental Data to Thesis (4-5 hrs)
1st Dress  Rehearsal 
Presentation (2-3hrs)
2nd Dress  Rehearsal 
Presentation (2-3 hrs)
Continue Patent Search / Business Plan (6-8 hrs)
23-May
W
ee
k 
8
17-May 18-May 19-May 20-May 21-May 22-May
MECH 196
Senior Design 
Conference
Continue Patent Search / 
Business Plan (3-4 hrs)
Continue Patent Search / 
Business Plan (3-4 hrs)
29-May
ENGL 182b
Thesis Draft 
Due 
MECH 196
Thesis Draft 
Due
Fine Tune Hardware List (6-8 hrs)
Add Patent Search/ Business Plan to Thesis (4-5 hrs)
W
ee
k 
9
30-May24-May 25-May 26-May 27-May 28-May
Continue to add content to thesis (8-10 hrs) Continue to add content to thesis (8-10 hrs)
4-Jun 5-Jun 6-Jun
MECH 196
Patent Search
or
Business Plan
Due
W
ee
k 
10
31-May 1-Jun 2-Jun 3-Jun
Get Advisors and Department Chair SignaturesFinish Thesis Content 
(3-4 hrs)
Send off Thesis to 
Advisors 
& Department Chair
MECH 196
Experimental Results
Due
MECH 196 
Hardware Due
Open House
Fi
na
ls
13-Jun7-Jun 8-Jun 9-Jun 10-Jun 11-Jun 12-Jun
Finial Touches on Thesis (2-3 hrs)
MECH 196
Final Thesis Due
Graduation!!!!!
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Appendix F Budget 
Table 15: Detailed budget breakdown 
 
 
Item Item Price Qty Total Price
3.7 oz Carbin Fiber ($/Ft) 5.50$        18 99.00$      
5.6 oz Carbon Fabric ($/yd) 39.00$      4 156.00$     
EZ - Lam Epoxy 48oz Kit 50.00$      1 50.00$      
Resin Mixing Kit 10.00$      1 10.00$      
Epoxy Mixing Boat 3.00$        1 3.00$        
Shears 30.00$      1 30.00$      
Aluminum Spar (0.652ID, .750OD) 24.70$      2 49.40$      
Nitrile Gloves 23.46$      1 23.46$      
Resperators 29.97$      4 119.88$     
Center Wing (1# EPS) 38.03$      1 38.03$      
Center Wing (Surfboard) 81.25$      2 162.50$     
Shipping 19.00$      1 19.00$      
Hacksaw Blade 3.49$        1 3.49$        
Stubby (1/2"x4") 2.99$        1 2.99$        
Sand paper (180grit) 4.99$        1 4.99$        
Sand paper (100 grit) 4.99$        1 4.99$        
9X12 2Mil Plastic 3.99$        1 3.99$        
Garbage Bags (30G/40ct) 10.49$      1 10.49$      
Sand Paper (60grit) 2.99$        1 2.99$        
12" wood blade 4.49$        1 4.49$        
Saran Wrap 3.29$        2 6.58$        
Masking Tape 3.69$        1 3.69$        
Utility Knife 5.49$        1 5.49$        
Knife Blades 1.54$        1 1.54$        
Measuring Cups 1.99$        2 3.98$        
4.7 oz. Uni-Web Carbon 12" ($/Ft.) 7.50$        3 22.50$      
4.4 oz. Thermo Uni-Stitched Carbon Fiber ($/Ft.) 5.75$        3 17.25$      
.250"ID x .320"OD x 60" Uni Wrapped Carbon Tube 31.00$      1 31.00$      
.555"ID x .645"OD x 60" Twill Wrapped Carbon Tube 55.00$      2 110.00$     
4.4 oz. Thermo Uni-Stitched Carbon Fiber ($/Ft.) 5.50$        24 132.00$     
EZ-Lam Epoxy (60 Min) 192 oz. Kit 140.00$     1 140.00$     
2 piece wing set (E216), White EPS 94.30$      1 94.30$      
2 piece wing set (E216), Surfboard foam 197.59$     1 197.59$     
2 piece Wing set, Horizontal Stabilizer, SB foam 81.47$      1 81.47$      
2 piece wing set, vertical stabilizer, Surfboard foam 52.81$      2 105.62$     
Palm Sander 20.00$      1 20.00$      
Square Tube,6063AL,1/2 In Inside Sq,6 ft 16.00$      4 64.00$      
1,835.70$ 
2,712.61$ 
876.91$    Funds Left
Total Funds
Grand Total
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Appendix G Experimental Results 
 
Figure 42: Comparison of varying density foam. 
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Appendix H Relevant Patents 
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Appendix I Senior Design Conference Presentation Slides 
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Appendix J  Approved Safety Outline 
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